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About the Course 

This course is an introduction to basic quantitative tools used by operations managers to
improve the decision making process in organizations, and the application of these tools to real
life problems. Some of the quantitative methods covered include networking models used in
transportation and logistics, queuing analysis used in many service companies, and resource
allocation with many applications in the financial industry and operations management.

Emphasis is on applications and interpretation of results rather than theory and calculations. We
will use computer software package for model analysis (see Prerequisite Texts & Software
below)

This Internet version of Quantitative Methods for Business was developed to give students the
opportunity to take this course at their own location, and at their own pace within the
parameters of the course schedule.

Course structure is provided through the course Schedule page which is also linked at the
bottom of this page.  In addition, a discussion forum is provided for those students who wish to
participate in asynchronous class discussions via web board (found via our Canvas learning
system), or live discussions via "chats."

E-mails will be the primary means of communication between the students and instructor.  Live
computer chats can be scheduled with the instructor with one or several students in the same
discussion room (synchronous communication), and the student can also use the phone for
questions regarding this course.  Please, leave a clear message with your name and a phone
number where you can be reached.  Be sure to visit the Schedule page at least on a weekly
basis since it includes assignments and due dates. 

Learning Objectives

Demonstrate ability to utilize quantitative analysis for operations management decision
making, including problem definition, model development, and analysis of results.  Show
understanding of key modeling issues and technical expertise with a variety of methods.

Increase analytical and problem solving skills related to the management of operations,
including the use of logical models and computer aided tools to solve problems related to
production and services planning and operation, resource allocation and decision analysis.

mailto:ekirche@fgcu.edu
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Understand the importance of preparing and presenting effective managerial analysis of
business problems involving the application of quantitative methods. The aim is to further
enhance the student's ability to communicate business solutions in a professional manner by
developing sound written reports which apply tools and ideas presented in class.

Course Overview

This course is organized in 6 main content modules that are to be completed in sequence. Each
Main Module has Learning Objectives, Readings, Note Outlines, and an Assignment (Case). 
The Readings are from the course text, "An Introduction to Management Science" and the
accompanying web site by the same author.  The Main Modules are:

Decision Analysis

Forecasting

Waiting Line Analysis

Resource Allocation and Linear Programming Models

Distribution and Network Models

Capital Budgeting and Other Integer Programming Models

 
These Modules may also be accessed through the Schedule page.

Assignments

Cases (60% weight)

Quantitative Methods for Business involves "learning by doing" course assignments. Five cases
are assigned from the text which must be completed by the students and forwarded to the
instructor for grading. Additional cases may be assigned for reading only and not for grading
(see course schedule).

Each case will be worth 10 points.  One point per day (10%) will be deducted for cases turned in
after the due date posted in the Schedule (for a maximum of 3 days – after that no late
assignments will be accepted). Up to one point will be deducted for glaring spelling and
grammatical errors in the answers to case questions.  Up to one point will be deducted for poor
organization of information and analysis.  Missing computer output will automatically reduce
grade by up to 5 points.

Cases may involve problem formulation and analysis by using MS Excel.  Students
communicate answers to case questions by preparing concise managerial report of results.
Computer output will be copied and pasted to a Word document answer report. This file is then
uploaded to their corresponding drop box in Canvas for grading.  Alternatively, the Excel file
with your work and analysis should be uploaded to the appropriate drop box (no need to convert
Excel output to Word file).

Final Exam (40% weight) 

There will be one comprehensive final exam. The exam will be open notes and open book, but
it is to be worked without consulting others. The exam will consist of short answers and
objective problems covering material from notes, text and cases.

Course Schedule

The Schedule provides a map of the course, and includes an index to Main Modules, Text,
Assignment and Exam Due Dates. The schedule is organized by Week Number and Week
Date. Please note that the sequence of modules we’ll cover during the course may not be the
same as posted in the Main Modules table above.
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Grades

Letter grades will be assigned based on the following criteria as a percentage of total points:
93 and above: A
90 to less than 93 A-
87to less than 90: B+
83 to less than 87: B
80 to less than 83: B-
75 to less than 80: C+
70 to less than 75: C
less than 70: F
Incomplete will be given by exception when a limited portion of the course material has not
been completed by the last exam due date, in accordance with University policy published in the
Catalog. The instructor on an individual basis will review each case.

Prerequisite Texts & Software

1. MS Excel 2010 (earlier versions will work) with Solver ® add-in.
2. Text: Introduction to Management Science, 11th edition, by Bernard W.
Taylor III.  Pearson – Prentice Hall
             
ISBN-13: 978-0-13-275191-9
ISBN-10: 0-13-275191-7
 
NOTE: you may want to purchase a digital edition of this book valid for 180
days.  Please visit http://www.coursesmart.com/IR/1185873/9780132751926?
__hdv=6.8 for additional information.
 
Additionally, you may access the textbook website with important resources,
software for the work we’ll cover in class at:
 
http://wps.prenhall.com/bp_taylor_introms_11/220/56508/14466191.cw/index.html
 

Academic Behavior Standards and Academic Dishonesty: All students are expected to
demonstrate honesty in their academic pursuits. The university policies regarding issues of
honesty can be found in the FGCU Student Guidebook under the Student Code of Conduct and
Policies and Procedures sections.  All students are expected to study this document which
outlines their responsibilities and consequences for violations of the policy.   The FGCU Student
Guidebook is available online at http://studentservices.fgcu.edu/judicialaffairs/new.html

Disability Accommodations Services: Florida Gulf Coast University, in accordance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act and the university’s guiding principles, will provide classroom
and academic accommodations to students with documented disabilities. If you need to request
an accommodation in this class due to a disability, or you suspect that your academic
performance is affected by a disability, please contact the Office of Adaptive Services. The
Office of Adaptive Services is located in Howard Hall 137. The phone number is 239-590-7956
or TTY 239-590-7930

Student Observance of Religious Holidays: All students at Florida Gulf Coast University
have a right to expect that the University will reasonably accommodate their religious
observances, practices, and beliefs.  Students, upon prior notification to their instructors, shall
be excused from class or other scheduled academic activity to observe a religious holy day of
their faith. Students shall be permitted a reasonable amount of time to make up the material or

http://www.coursesmart.com/IR/1185873/9780132751926?__hdv=6.8
http://www.coursesmart.com/IR/1185873/9780132751926?__hdv=6.8
http://wps.prenhall.com/bp_taylor_introms_11/220/56508/14466191.cw/index.html
http://studentservices.fgcu.edu/judicialaffairs/new.html
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activities covered in their absence. Students shall not be penalized due to absence from class
or other scheduled academic activity because of religious observances. Where practicable,
major examinations, major assignments, and University ceremonies will not be scheduled on a
major religious holy day. A student who is to be excused from class for a religious observance
is not required to provide a second party certification of the reason for the absence. 

* Tentative outline.

About the
Course

Module Schedule   About the College of
Business

 

http://www.fgcu.edu/cob
http://www.fgcu.edu/cob
http://www.fgcu.edu/cob
http://www.fgcu.edu/cob
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Modules Schedule
Week
& Start
Date

Module Number
and Content

Assignments & Due Dates

Week
1:

12 May

Course introduction

·     Software setup

·     Respond to Roll Call

·     Understanding the
importance of model
development consistent
with business problem

 
 
Decision analysis

·    Introduction to Quantitative
Analysis

·    Structuring the Decision
Problem

·    Decision Making without
Probabilities

·    Decision Making with
Probabilities

·    The value of Information

·         Read Course Overview and this
Schedule.  Watch how should I
study in this class?

Read Chap 1 in Text – Pay attention
to figure 1.1 and then to model
development, solution and
implementation.  Browse Break-even
section and sensitivity analysis. 
Review figure 1.7 and read about
decision support systems. This
chapter will give you a good
understanding of what we’ll cover in
the course in simple terms. Scan the
glossary; it will help you with
technical terms as we proceed to
more advanced chapters.

Optional: download and scan
PowerPoint Chap 1

Install from publisher’s web site: QM
for Windows or QM for Excel (QM
video). If you have a MAC computer,
install QM for MACs.   An alternative
is to use MS Excel (versions 2007
and newer will work). Make sure you
have Solver installed as an Add In
(Add in video)

Respond to "Roll Call" by May 19,
8:00 AM, by posting a brief
introduction of yourself to the class
(how would you like to be called by
your classmates?)  The “Roll Call”
can be found under the Discussions
option in Canvas.
 

Study Chap 12.  Focus on Decisions
without probabilities (Maximax,
Maximin, Minimax with regret, Equal
likelihood) and Decisions with
probabilities (Expected Value and
Expected Opportunity Loss, including

http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/m1_main.htm
http://screencast.com/t/1rSLW5YYVbc
http://screencast.com/t/1rSLW5YYVbc
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_01.pptx
http://screencast.com/t/YavydmMNlyOh
http://screencast.com/t/YavydmMNlyOh
http://screencast.com/t/FudY6yrk
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expected value of perfect information
- EVPI) – up to page 550.  Scan only
Decision trees. 
 

Practice: Solve illustration problems
using software (QM for Windows of
QM for Excel). No need to solve
decision trees.  Solving Table 12.7
with QM Windows

 
·        Optional: Download slides Chap 12

 
·        Case 1:  do problems 10, 18 and 28

(note: output alone will lower the
score.  For full points you need to
include the solution and a brief
managerial report interpreting the
solution.  Do not assume I can
understand your work.  See Canvas
for due dates.

 

Week
2:

17 May

 Module 2: Forecasting

Introduction
·         Smoothing Methods
·         Trend Projection
·         Trend and Seasonal

Components
·         Forecast accuracy

Read Chap 15 in Text. Focus on
forecasting methods:   Moving
averages, Exponential Smoothing,
Adjusted Exponential smoothing and
linear trend line, Seasonal
Adjustments and Forecast accuracy.
Pay attention on how to use Excel
and QM for Windows in forecasting.
Skip Regression methods.

Pay attention to Forecast Accuracy
to measure how good your forecast
really is:  MAD, MSE, MAPD.  You
should understand these acronyms.
See Table 15.9

·         Optional: Download slides Chap 15

Practice: Solve illustration problems
using software (QM for Windows or
QM for Excel). Watch this Table 15.5
video using QM Windows.  A
forecast with seasonal component
can be seen here for the same data
table.  Note that the data pattern will
indicate a choice of a forecasting
model.  Also, the decision of which
method to use is based on the
accuracy of each method.

http://screencast.com/t/wsGn7chPXQ
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_12.pptx
file:////ruby/Ftproot/Courses/ekirche/MSci/modules/6603/m2_main.htm
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_15.pptx
http://screencast.com/t/IuqtAqJAe
http://screencast.com/t/IuqtAqJAe
http://screencast.com/t/jZ0GIRgbXSSO
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·         Case 2: Do problems 10, 18 and
26.  For full points you need to
include the solution and a brief
managerial report interpreting the
solution.  Do not assume I can
understand your work.  See Canvas
for due dates.

 

Week
3:

26 May

Module 3: Waiting Line
Models

Structure of Waiting Line
System

Single Channel Single
Server

Other Waiting Line Models

Read Chap 13 in Text.  Focus on
important concepts such as
operating characteristics of waiting
lines, single channel versus multiple
channels, line configuration,
probability distribution of arrivals and
service times, queuing discipline, and
economic analysis of waiting lines.

·         Optional: Download slides Chap 13
·         Optional:  You may want to watch

this short video on how to use QM
for Windows for Line Management

Practice: Solve illustration problems
using software (QM for Windows or
QM for Excel).

·         Case 3: Do problems 38, 40 and
48.  For full points you need to
include the solution and a brief
managerial report interpreting the
solution.  Do not assume I can
understand your work.  See Canvas
for due dates.

Week
4:

2 June

Linear Programming
 
 

·     Problem Formulation
·     Computer Solution and

Interpretation
 

Read Text: Chap 2, Chap 3, Scan
Chap 4.
 

Very Important:  Focus on how to
formulate linear models (Chap 2),
and on Chap 3 for the interpretation
of the solution.  Pay attention to key
words such as objective function
allowable increase/decrease,
sensitivity analysis, range of
optimality, dual value, reduced cost,
range of feasibility, sunk costs,
relevant costs, binding and non-
binding constraints.
 

http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/Line_main.htm
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/Line_main.htm
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_13.pptx
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/LP_main.htm
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Optional: download and scan slides
for Chap 2, Chap 3 and Cha 4
 

Give attention to solving linear model
with the aid of software packages.  . 
 

·        Optional: Watch videos using QM
for Windows and Excel

·        QM LP video
·        Excel LP video

 
·        Case 4: TBD  

Week
5:
 
9 June

Transportation and
Network Models
 

Transportation Problem
 

Transshipment Problem

Read Chap 6.  Ths is a continuation
of the linear programming module
with specific applications to
distribution and networking models. 
Focus on distribution and
transshipment problems 

 
·         Optional: download slides for Chap

6

Optional: watch QM-TP and Excel-
TP for transportations and
networking problems.

Case 5: TBD   

Week
6:
 
16
June

Review and Final Exam Download: Final Exam here.  Due
no later than June 18, 11:59 PM.
Upload the exam to the appropriate
assignment in Canvas.

  About the Course Module Schedule

 

http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_02.pptx
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_03.pptx
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_04.pptx
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/TP_main.htm
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/TP_main.htm
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_06.pptx
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/ekirche/Msci/modules/6603/documents/taylor_introms11_ppt_06.pptx
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